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Abstract

Software Product Line (SPL) is process for developing families of software with reusability of features categorized as common and variable features. Feature Model (FM) is developed to manage these features. Common features are easy to manage, however variable features are hard to manage because of complex relations and constraints between features. Optimization is required to manage the variabilities for best selection of features and product configurations. To this end, different Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms have been proposed to get the optimal solutions of feature model. In this paper we have compared among three main optimization algorithms i.e. IBEA, NSGA-II and MOCell. Our comparison is based on previous research correctness solutions for product’s configuration with five objective functions on different feature models from SPLOT and LVAT repositories. The goal of this comparison is to find the current research prospective and challenges of multi-objective optimization in FM.
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1. Introduction

Software Product Line (SPL) is extensively used in current software development industry because of reusability of components, time to market; reduce cost, high productivity and quality of product1–4. SPL is an effective approach that share common and variable resources for the development of software families. Domain engineering and application engineering are two major processes in SPL. All common and variable resources of SPL are developed in domain engineering process and produce multiple products by reusability of those resources in application engineering5,6. Common features (resources) are used for every product of SPL and variable features are used by the requirement of each product. Common features are easy to manage and reuse however, variable features are hard to handle as these features differentiates all products of SPL7,8.

Feature Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) approach is mostly used to manage the variability of FM. Cardinality based FM is based on FODA that acquires attribute information of variable features. Feature attributes contains functional and non-functional information of SPL fam-
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Selection of best features for product configuration according to user requirements is based on relationships and attributes values of every feature. Optimal configuration is best paradigm to select the features on the user requirements. Therefore, optimization empowers the user preference to select best features for product derivation. Single objective optimization is simple as it concentrates on single objective given by user. However, multi-objective optimization is complex as it achieves more than one objective for single product derivation and all objectives need to satisfy user’s requirement at the same time. Furthermore, it is nearly impossible that all objectives satisfy a single solution set of features. Trade-off between objectives is required to get close solutions that satisfy the all objectives. In recent research different approaches and algorithms are used for optimization of SPL feature model. However, three algorithms IBEA, NSGA-II and MOCell are most effective and efficient for optimization of SPL in current research. In this paper we briefly unfold the comparative study of achievements and current research on challenges faced in Feature Model optimization. The comparison is done by examining the efficiency and correctness of product configuration results by each algorithm. Comparison of these algorithms is based on the correct optimization of FM with five objectives for each algorithm on same FMs.

2. Foundations

Software Product Line framework is adopted that is part of ISO/IEC #26550 standard in Figure 1.

2.1 Software Product Line Processes

Domain engineering process consists of further multiple processes that are used for domain development of SPL as shown in Figure 1. Domain engineering describes the complete scope with all requirements of SPL. However application engineering is further development of each product by selecting the features from domain engineering according to user’s requirements. Application engineering is the final process of products derivation in such way each product differentiate with other products on at least one variation point i.e. variability.

Figure 1. SPL framework.

2.3 Attribute Feature Model

Figure 2 shows a sample FM and identifies possible set of relationships among features. The relationships serves as constraints in FM. Main objective of FM is to get the compact picture of SPL with commonality and variability of products. Outcome of FM is the systematic management of common and variable features.

In Figure 2, possible relationship among features are described as below:

- **Mandatory**: Core part of every product and must be selected for all products.
- **Optional**: Based on the requirement of user, optional feature may or may not be select for product derivation.
- **Alternative**: Only one feature can be selected from number of features.
- **Or-relation**: At least one feature must be select from OR group relation.
• Attribute Feature Model is an extension of FM that represents the functional and non-functional attribute values of every feature such as COST and Deterministic Time (DTIME) as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Attribute feature model.

Selecting suitable feature for product derivation according to user requirements is based on these functional and non-functional attribute values. Optimization of FM to select the best features combination for product development is applicable on attribute FM. In Multi-Objective Optimization every feature should consist of more than one attribute values to select the best features combination.

3. Feature Model Multi-Objective Optimization

Beat feature selection for product derivation problem was first described in Filtered Cartesian Flattening. Main objective for feature selection is to improve and maximize the accuracy that is proposed by user e.g. cost of product should not increase than a defined cost. This problem indicates an optimal feature selection with resource constraints. Multi-Objective Optimization satisfy multiple objectives simultaneously such as minimization of product cost and memory consumption and maximization of performance. Constraint violation may occur during optimization because of complex relationships (include or exclude) and constraints (alternative, optional, OR groups) in FM. For correct and efficient product configuration according to end user’s requirements, optimization methods and approaches needs to avoid any constraint violation. In current research, different algorithms have been proposed for optimized feature selection such as, Indicator Based Evolutionary Algorithm (IBEA), Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) and Multi-Objective Cellular Genetic Algorithm (MOCell) have been proposed for Multi-Objective Optimization. Therefore, we compared these three algorithms from current research for Multi-Objective Optimization of FM.

3.1 Indicator Based Evolutionary Algorithm (IBEA)

IBEA proposed by Zitzler in 2004 for multi-objective optimization is based on fitness value of objectives. IBEA calculate fitness value of every objective and compare with other solution sets and find the dominated solution based on the indicator value. IBEA is efficient that favors user objective for optimization.

3.2 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II)

NSGA-II is effective to get best optimized feature selection based on Genetic Algorithm (GA). GA is appropriate for single objective optimization however; NSGA-II gets optimal solutions for multi-objective problems. All possible solutions were compared to find non-dominated solutions for minimization or maximization of objective functions. Non-dominated solutions are pareto-front solutions that cannot be dominated by any other solution set.

3.3 Multi-Objective Cellular Genetic Algorithm (MOCell)

MOCell was proposed in 2009 is multi-objective algorithm based on canonical Genetic Algorithm (cGA). MOCell initiates optimization with empty pareto-front and take two individual solution sets and make comparison on the fitness values to get non-dominated solutions. Comparison continues until termination criteria get fulfilled.

Procedure comparison between IBEA, NSGA-II and MOCell is elaborated in Table 1. In this section we present MOCell, our proposed multi-objective algorithm based on the cGA model.

4. Product Configuration Optimization: Comparative Study

In comparative study we consider seven FMs from current research. Among these, three are small FMs from
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SPLOT repository and four are large FMs from LVAT repository as shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. Feature Models Repository

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository</th>
<th>Feature Model</th>
<th>#Features</th>
<th>Cross Tree Constraints (CTCs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPLOT</td>
<td>E-Shop</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web Portal</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVAT</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>6888</td>
<td>343944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uClinux</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>2468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eCos</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>3146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fiasco</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>5228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our comparative study is based on five objective functions adapted from previous researches to examine optimization challenges for FM.

The five objective functions are:

- **Correctness**: Correctness of product configurations i.e. constraint violation and relationship in FM.
- **Richness of Features**: Minimization of deselected features.
- **Defects**: Minimize the defects that are known in FM.
- **Reusability of Features**: Minimize the features that were not part of any product.
- **Cost**: Minimize the total cost.

Table 3 shows the comparative study with correctness of product configurations of small FM from SPLOT by using IBEA, NSGA-II and MOCell. Correctness results with five objective functions represent the quality of optimized product configurations. Results indicate that IBEA performance for E-Shop and Web portal is 100% that means no constraint violation occurs. However for JCS, the correctness results are 86% and 98%.

At this point of discussion, we are convinced to identify the first challenge in current research of multi-objective optimization of SPL feature model.

- **Challenge 1**: Determine a General Algorithm for optimization of FM that satisfies all constraints and relationships to configure correct products.

### Table 3. Result comparison from current research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Feature Models</th>
<th>%Correctness with 5 Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBEA</td>
<td>E-Shop</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web Portal</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
<td>E-Shop</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web Portal</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOCell</td>
<td>E-Shop</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web Portal</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows that IBEA is more efficient algorithm for optimization of FM than NSGA-II and MOCell. However, IBEA also not fully confirm with no constraint violation in JCS FM optimization.

Complexity of optimization is increased as objective functions are increased. The increment also impact on search space as well as number of relationships and constraints between features. Trade-off between objectives creates complexity with large number of objectives. Considering this, the second and third challenges are identified to target important aspect of multi-objective optimization, given below as:

- **Challenge 2**: For multi-objective optimization, determination of number of objectives supported by algorithms to get correct product configurations without constraint violations even on a single point.
- **Challenge 3**: Determine maximum number of features and constraints in FM that can be correctly optimized with Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs).

Table 4 is based on the comparative study of optimization in large FMs from LVAT repository. Linux X86 has 6888 total number of features and large number of constraints i.e. 343944. Results show 0% correctness with IBEA on Linux X86 i.e. constraint violations occurs and thus not feasible for large FM. However, uClinux has comparatively less number of features and constraints and the product configurations are 100% correct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Feature Models</th>
<th>%Correctness with 5 Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBEA</td>
<td>Linux X86</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uClinux</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eCos</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fiasco</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is also elaborated in Table 4 that foreCosFM[33,35], the correctness of product configuration is 2% and 91% that clearly shows the constraint violation. Similarly, uClinux optimization correctness with IBEA is 31%. Constraints violation can be resolved if find the location of violation occurrence in optimal configuration results to get 100% correctness, because of complex relationships manual searching of violations is not possible. This assumption leads us to argue for fourth challenge for Multi-Objective Optimization, given as:

- **Challenge 4**: Determine criteria to identify the location of violation occurrence in large FM.

5. Discussion

In this paper we compared the study of three well-known Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) that are IBEA, NSGA-II and MOCell for optimization of small and large FMs with less and high constraints. Correctness comparisons shows that IBEA is more efficient and effective algorithm for optimization of large and small FMs. IBEA gives the preference to user objectives on the basis of indicator value that specifies the direction of optimization. However, NSGA-II and MOCell prefer the non-dominated solutions by the comparison of solution sets with each other.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we demonstrate the processes of SPL and FM to manage the commonalities and variabilities for product configurations. Attribute Feature Model is used to demonstrate the functional and non-functional attribute values of every feature to determine the product configurations according to user’s requirement. Optimization is imperative to get best feature combinations to develop an optimum product. We compared three state-of-art algorithms and results and determined the research challenges related to the correctness of optimal solutions and constraint violations in FM. We also identify IBEA is most suitable optimization algorithm with less constraint violations and high correctness than NSGA-II and MOCell.
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